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ABSTRACT 
 
 To compare and contrast the workload and effectiveness of digital renderings to 

traditional model methods for Scenic, Lighting, and Projection Design.  My chosen show 

for this project will be The Tempest by William Shakespeare, the ground work for which 

began my first semester.  This essay will cover the show’s script analysis, design process, 

rendering process, comparison and conclusion.  Containing research images, drawings, 

and it will be a culmination of my education at Temple University.  
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PREFACE 
 

 There are many things I have had the knowledge and capability before 

continuing my MFA at Temple university, but it is this institution that gave me 

empowerment to feel that I could design.  I had struggled, before my arrival, with 

knowing if my vision was something that could be considered good or not.  I came to 

realize that my lack in confidence had mainly been because I didn’t know how to convey 

my ideas to others.  Lighting design is something that must be envisioned by the 

designer while creating the light plot and designing cues, with only a thought and mood 

in mind.  The built-up experience will help pre-critique design decisions, but to sell your 

idea to a director or producer must be something tangible.  

 The past year and a half, has been a whirlwind of a time in Grad School.  My 

original design assignments for my Thesis were projections for Urinetown and lighting 

design for Turn of the Screw; but, due to COVID 19, they were cut from the season. It 

had left me in a “show hole” and in the dark as to what I should do.  A one person show 

came about and could support a lighting and projection design. Then the idea to design 

projections and lighting for a fifteen-minute dance piece came to mind while I drove 

down the coast line.  The threat of shut down had always been looming and made me 

nervous to pursue this as a viable option. 

After a conversation with Fred Duer, I decided to do a paper project of The 

Tempest as my Thesis project.  I would design the set, the lights and some projections. 

The script supports so much of this and because I could do this self-sufficiently, I 

wouldn’t stress about it coming to a halt. I set off on the design process with the help of 



 xii 

Caitlin Kraft as the Directorial consultant when I needed that insight.  There were many 

ups and downs before I even got started, yet I found myself with a completed show.   

There’s always been a debate about rendering methods and styles within the 

theatre community.  I decided to take this project as an opportunity to determine my 

own opinions and present my findings, between digital and a scale model, to my fellow 

peers.  To anyone that reads this, my hope is that this encourages you to explore your 

craft and to stay curious!    
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS 

 In this chapter I’m going to discuss some analysis of the play directly from a 

script analysis paper I submitted my first semester.  It seems fitting as this show has 

stuck with me in some form or fashion at Temple University. 

I’ve decided to do my project on The Tempest by William Shakespeare.  

Shakespeare’s plays were being written in an interesting point in the theatre timeline.  

His plays are the most produced shows than any other playwright.  Yet Shakespeare has 

a, perhaps unfair, reputation as being boring or hard to understand.  Especially by a lot 

of young people. 

The Tempest really embodies something we do know about Shakespeare. He was 

very interested in magic and the spectacle of theatre.  I’m not talking about flying 

scenery or special sound effects; but, using magic in the text to solve special situations.   

For example, at the end of The Winter’s Tale a statue of Hermione comes to life.  In The 

Tempest Prospero uses magic brought on by this island through his books and 

staff/scepter.  At the time, I think it was a tool Shakespeare used to really help engage 

the audience, and it still is. Now this is one of his last scripts and shows a lot of tricks 

and plot devices he has already used in his previous plays. He has gotten a lot of things 

under his belt and Shakespeare is writing from a more mature status, further developing 

his craft.   
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Reading Visit to a small planet by Elinor Fuchs (2004), I found that a lot of the 

questions it posed are questions I use in my lighting design process.  “What is this 

medium sized ball in the shape of a world look like?  Where are we in time and space? 

How does time behave on this planet?” (Fuchs, 2004, p. 6) At the top of The Tempest, 

we are on a ship, then later, on a mysterious island.    

How does time behave on the magical island?  For the magical people living on 

the island, I would say that the concept of time is pretty nonexistent to them.  They’re 

there every day and have a routine of sorts in their day to day.  The only human beings 

on the island are Prospero and Miranda. A previous inhabitant Sycorax, a witch, died 

just before Prospero and Miranda came to find themselves on the island.  The rest are 

the spirits of the island.  So, I think time for Prospero and Miranda’s would flow more 

normally than to Ariel or Caliban.    

“Ask about the climate on this planet.” (Fuchs, 2004, p. 6) Shakespeare painted a 

very clear atmosphere for this show, the storm in the beginning and then a very 

controlled feeling of Prospero. But how does Prospero’s ability to control the 

atmosphere effect it? Prospero made the storm that causes the ship to sink in the 

beginning of the play.  He also plays with what the time of day, by making it appear to 

be nighttime.  That ship is carrying Alonso and his son Ferdinand have been caught in.  

This storm was initially created by Prospero, who has been trapped on the island with 
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his daughter, Miranda, for the last twelve years.  Now, the people on the ship have 

washed up on shore by morning and separate as they search the island. 

Cast list 

Alonso, king of Naples 
Sebastian, his brother 
Ferdinand, son of the king of Naples 
Antonio, Prospero’s brother, usurping Duke of Milan 
Gonzolo, an old counselor 
Adrian, lord 
Francisco, lord 
Trinculo, a jester 
Stephano, a drunken butler 
The Boatswain 
And various other shipmates  
 
Ariel, an airy spirit 
Caliban, a savage and deformed slave 
Iris 
Ceres 
Juno 
Nymphs 
Reapers 
Spirits 
 

 This is when traveling around the island starts and continues, i.e. we never leave 

the island, but we always see each scene in a bit of a different spot. Now then, a lot of 

things begin, Ariel reminds Prospero that he would give her freedom.  Prospero 

becomes very angry about this and reminds Ariel about how Sycorax froze her in a tree. 

Prospero and Miranda go and Visit Caliban, and that’s right before Miranda and 

Ferdinand meet.  Ariel who’s now disguised to everyone but Prospero has led Ferdinand 

there.  They immediately fall in love, which is what Prospero’s plan was for his daughter.  

But to keep that plan from rolling out too quickly, Prospero keeps Ferdinand at a 
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distance from Miranda.  I guess absence makes the heart grow fonder makes an 

appearance.  

Meanwhile on a different part of the island, Alonso, Sebastian, Antonio, Gonzalo, 

and the other lords give thanks for their safety but worry about the fate of Ferdinand.  

Gonzalo tries to maintain high spirits by discussing the beauty of the island, but his 

remarks are struck by the sarcasm of Antonio and Sebastian. Ariel appears and plays 

music that puts all but Sebastian and Antonio to sleep. These two then begin to discuss 

the possible advantages of killing their sleeping companions and that Sebastian would 

become ruler of Naples.  Sebastian and Antonio draw their swords and just when they 

are about to slaughter their sleeping counterparts, Ariel wakes up Gonzalo. Sebastian 

and Antonio now come up with a story as why their swords were drawn to protect them 

all from a lion.  That is a comedic relief moment that happens, because they were just 

about to kill the King. 

Caliban has been moving firewood this whole time and mistakes Trinculo as a 

spirit sent to torment him and hides under a cloak.  Trinculo notices a storm is coming 

and decides to climb under the cloak against the horrid sight and smell of Caliban.  

Drunken Stephano enters and is perplexed by the creature on the ground.  It has four 

legs, smells terrible and then it’s revealed that it’s Caliban and Trinculo.  But Stephano 

believes the only way to talk with Caliban is to give him liquor.  He does so and the three 

of them just start drinking.  
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Now Prospero is making Ferdinand move firewood to keep him busy and 

Miranda comes in.  Ferdinand takes a break and the two are getting their flirt on.  

Prospero has been invisible on stage and likes how this relationship is developing.  

In a now drunk state, Caliban, Trinculo and Stephano are making a plan for Caliban to 

lead them to Prospero so they can kill him and set Stephano as king of the island.  This is 

when the Ariel plays distracting music and puts their plan on hold as they follow the 

sounds of the music.  The other group Alonso, Gonzalo, Sebastian, and Antonio are 

growing tired from all the traveling. Antonio and Sebastian try again to do the original 

plot of killing everyone, again.  To derail this Prospero sets out a banquet of food.  

Before they eat Ariel causes it to vanish because of the sin that Ferdinand has done. 

Once we get to the end, Prospero confronts Alonso, Antonio and Sebastian about their 

wrong doings before pardoning them.  Miranda and Ferdinand are married in a magical 

wedding, Prospero regains his dukedom, and Ariel is been given one more order before 

being set free.  After Prospero destroys his staff and buries his book, they all sail off back 

to Milan. 

I found some interesting information in An introduction to Shakespeare by 

Hardin Craig (1952). 

“It is clear, as in the case of Pericles, Cymbeline and The Winter’s tale, that The 

Tempest is a romance and not a comedy of the standard kind.  Romances secure 

their verisimilitude by the use of the principle of the far away and the long ago, 
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since in old times and in far countries more improbable things may be believed 

in that in a commonplace present” (Craig, 1952, p. 651).   

He goes into it more, but I had never thought of this show as being a romance 

play instead of a borderline tragic comedy.  According to Thomas Warton, a very serious 

historian of English Literature, William Collins, a poet, had read the now lost Italian story 

of The Tempest.  It was this short story that Shakespeare had based his version on.  This 

show also highlights one of the bigger national topics of the time, exploring unknown 

lands.  “He borrowed from Sylvester Jourdan’s A discovery of the Bermudas (1610) and 

from William Strachey’s A true Repertory of the wrack and redemption of Sir Thomas 

Gates, Knight, upon and from the ilands of the Bermudas”(Craig, 1952, p. 654).  

Shakespeare took this as inspiration for writing The Tempest.  In the same way we do for 

creating new movies or plays.  But of the handful of influences Shakespeare had read, 

he was able to keep most of that influence in a non-tangible form.  We’re on an island, 

not a specific one and the only thing that we do know is that there is a ship sailing back 

to Milan.  This really allows the play to take place anywhere the creative team wants.  

The other worldly creatures really gives that creative licensing.   

 “The one thing we lack is a better background for the magic of the play. 

We need to know more about how Shakespeare conceived of both Ariel and 

Caliban.  They are both elemental spirits and Ariel seems quite definitely to 

belong to air and fire. Caliban on the other hand, suggests earth and water, 

lower and more evil elements. But the nature of Caliban is not clear, and his 
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pedigree suggests that he may be a cross between the Rosicrucian spirits of 

earth and water and the savages of the western world” (Craig, 1952, p. 655) 

 
Craig makes a very solid point that I had never really given much thought.  What was the 

motivation for Ariel, and why is Caliban a creature that has very little explanation as to 

how or what he is.  I have always just accepted them, but Caliban has always seemed to 

be a bigger more complex character than what is let on about.  We do know that Ariel 

was imprisoned in a tree for years by Sycorax. There’s also the moment where Ariel has 

all of these fancy clothes appear to Trinculo, Stephano and Caliban just before chasing 

them off with the hounds.   What I have taken away is that the overall theme of the play 

isn’t just magic, but that it’s forgiveness.  The end of the play is a very dark moment and 

magic must come to an end in order for all of the forgiveness to happen.   

I discovered a view on Ariel and Caliban in the Folgers Library Shakespeare of The 

Tempest (1961). 

 “With much common sense, Sir Edmund Chambers has written: ‘I 

have rejected the temptation to suggest that just as Ariel symbolizes the 

spirit of poetry brought by Shakespeare in the service of the creative 

imagination, so Caliban signifies the spirit of prose, born of Sycorax who 

is controversial theology, and imperfectly subdued by Shakespeare to the 

same purpose. There are some who follow Renan in taking Caliban for a 

type of Demos, and regard his desire to ‘nor scrape trenching mor wash 

dish’ as eminently characteristic of political ideals which aim at nothing 
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higher than the escape from reasonable labor.  Of any political intention 

on Shakespeare’s part in The Tempest I am profoundly skeptical” 

(Shakespeare et al, 1961, p. xi)  

 
 I was glad that I was able to find that quote about the play.  Although some have 

tried to paint Caliban as Darwin’s missing link.   Making Caliban a Neanderthal is a stance 

that I would be interested in.  What if time has stood still on this island? Or what if time 

for just Caliban has come to a halt?  It would mean that Caliban is immortal with an 

unfortunate number of circumstances on his plate.  

 The Tempest was first performed on November 1, 1611 at the court of King 

James and later between 1612-1613 as probably apart of wedding festivities for the 

Kings daughter Elizabeth to Frederick.  It was included in the First Folio which was 

combined and printed in 1623, where it had the honor of being placed at the beginning 

of the folio.  

“After the Restoration, an adaptation of The Tempest by Sir William 

Davenant and John Dryden was performed in 1667 at Lincoln’s Inn Fields.  

Among their ‘Improvements’ was the addition of a man who had never 

seen a woman, a sister for Miranda, a sister for Caliban, and a love for 

Ariel, with comic additions to the sailor scenes.  This hodgepodge was so 

popular that Thomas Shadwell in 1674 further revised it into an opera 

with music by Henry Purcell.  This version, dependent upon scenery and 

music was long popular and was seen in the theatre until late in the 
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eighteenth century.  David Garrick, the actor-manager of Drury Lane, 

wrote a libretto for a new operatic version with music by John 

Christopher Smith, which was produced in 1756” (Shakespeare et al, 

1961, p. xiv) 

 
Wright and Lamar (1961) go on to talk about the first 50 years of printing.  We 

get an adaptation with lots of added characters and newer comic things for the sailors.  

Less than ten years after that is when an opera is made out of The Tempest.  Both of 

these two seemed to be very successful. Now Frederick Reynolds made a different third 

Operatic version of The Tempest in 1821.  The two previous ones did not hold up to 

their success after 1838, when Reynolds opera took hold of the reins.  The Tempest did 

appear on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean ‘til present day.  

Most notably The Tempest has been produced at the Royal Shakespeare 

Company.  “Our productions of The Tempest over the years have included many famous 

actors playing Prospero: Michael Redgrave in 1951; John Gielgud in 1957; Ian 

Richardson in 1970; Michael Hordern in 1978; Derek Jacobi in 1982; John Wood in 1988; 

Alec McCowen in 1993; and Patrick Stewart in 2006” (Shakespeare, 2021).  I would have 

really loved to see Patrick Stewart.  

Many European countries were beginning to colonize the western hemisphere 

and taking those lands as their own.  Colonialism is a strong theme in The Tempest.  

Prospero, the powerful white man, although he has been cast away from his home, 

comes to the island and immediately takes control of it from Caliban. And we know it 
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belonged to Caliban because of his line in the script, “This island’s mine, by Sycorax my 

mother” (Shakespeare, 1611, 1.1.332).    When the other shipwrecked people land on 

the island, several of them comment on how they’d like to be ruler of it.  During this 

time there were also problems with the Black Plague.  Between the year 1582 and 1637 

the theatres were closed for a total of 59 months, when the weekly death tolls from the 

plague reached fifty. (Brockett, 2008, p. 129)    Previous to The Tempest, by 1598 

Shakespeare had made himself into a box office hit.. (Shakespeare, 1961, p. xvi)  

For production concepts there are certain things that must be told.  There is a 

storm that Prospero creates to sink a nearby ship, there is magic on the island, and the 

people shipwrecked on the island wander around and try to rule it.  I think it’s important 

to tell this this corruption is something that Prospero originally wanted to flee from.  An 

important task is to make all of the characters, and their relations to each other, clear to 

the audience.  It’s bad story telling if you don’t do this.    

My first production concept would have to be an apocalyptic world.  A world 

where civilization has exhausted all of the fossil fuels and everything has to be re 

invented.  Now they would have electricity, but sail boats have made a big comeback.  

This gives the production a bit more liberty to become a little more modern science 

fiction-y.   I would say Guardians of the Galaxy meets Fire Fly, but not happening all over 

the vastness of space.  I think this would prove the plays versatility in whichever 

direction you would like to take it in.   
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The feel of what Guardians of the Galaxy has established. 

-It obviously didn’t happen yesterday.  Governments are established.  

- there’s a cool chance to decided what everyone is wearing. 

-but not everything in the world of the play has been explored. 

Both of those points I think can be told through a contrast of costumes from the 

people getting shipwrecked and the current inhabitants of the island.  But not taking the 

overall color scheme from Guardians of the Galaxy.  The bright colors are not something 

I’m interested in.  Fire Fly has a visual aspect that I like over Guardians of the galaxy.  

Mainly the overall color scheme for costumes to the scenic items and the combination 

of older technology along with newer. Which the combination of older and new will 

come to play a big part in the Antonio and Sebastian scene where they draw their 

swords to kill Alonso.   I think keeping the swords heightens their social status instead of 

using a ‘blaster’ or other form of future weapons.  The island inhabitants are wearing 

something way older than any of the easterners and maybe something completely 

different.  Prospero and Miranda wear a mix of what the islanders wear and what 

people had worn twelve years before.  The current trend is to have a longer cut blazer 

than it was twelve years ago. Just subtly changes in the cuts of the clothing, but not 

changing the color scheme too much.   

I would just do the first scene far down stage and let the comedy of it roll out.  

Simple would be best for this.  Limited props, limited if not zero scenic pieces.  What 

does the island look like?  I’m immediately drawn to an island that has a lot of geometric 
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rock formations.  And trees that are not your normal make up of a tree.  I would want 

the bark to be an earthy brown that has a magical color and texture, and the wood 

portion to be a monochromatic version of the bark.  Let us say an earthy brown with 

hints of orange and metallic sparkle that the lighting can help bring out, but the meat of 

the tree is more orange and more sparkle.  This will really show when Caliban and 

Ferdinand are gathering firewood.  I’ve never seen a production where they are making 

the cuts of firewood and I’d like to explore that option.  It seems that they are always 

being directed to pick up perfectly cut drift wood to help save time.    

The sound design could go in a lot of different directions, what is the music or 

sound of the future? I think a combination of classical instruments with a modern tone.  

Think an electric violin, but not allowing it to take us out of the world.  The sounds of 

wind passing through the island is something I think is very important in establishing the 

atmosphere.  I see the lighting design as high angles with mainly back light and high 

sides, like in dance or opera.  I say that because I think that would help support the 

choice of putting the play into an apocalyptic world.  And the sound of the wind needs 

to help support this.   

The lighting should make us feel uneasy in those dramatic moments of the play.  

This production would have a great opportunity for using projections.  The storm 

sequence in the beginning could be really interesting with using a couple of projectors 

as high sides.  Projecting either ocean wave content or water splashes on the actors.  

There would also be a great opportunity for the island to have a fourth dimension to it.   
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Since I want the island to be made of geometric rocks, this would allow for some 

pretty easy projector mapping.  We would create looks to help support the musical 

moments that Ariel uses to lead people around the island.  It’s something that we can 

experience along with the characters in seeing the music.  I think that this could be a 

very interesting way to produce this play and make it a little relevant to today.  Now I 

don’t think it’ll come across that this is where we’re heading, but that’s ok.  No one likes 

to be beaten over the head with a harsh concept.   

My next concept would be to just keep it to the period of the early 1600’s.  I’m 

choosing early 1600’s instead of picking a year to help with costumes.  I think it’s best to 

help and work with each other on any production.  I would just want to highlight the 

theme of Europeans wanting to conquer and possess land.   

 The scenery would be a hard rock island and not a sandy kind that you would 

think of in the Bahama’s.  I would put short trees, no palms and a decent amount of 

underbrush to show that the island is basically uninhabitated.  The costumes would be 

traditional to the status of the characters, uniforms for the sailor’s nicer garments for 

the king and lords.  This is where I would explore the time difference of the island to the 

outside world.  What if Caliban is a surviving homo sapiens and his timeline was frozen?  

This would give some creative license to costumes and makeup.  At the least a bit more 

explanation as to what Caliban is.  I would want the sound to be pretty basic.  Ariel’s 

luring sounds to be wind chimes and the occasional sea noise.  I think the lighting would 

be very warm and filling.  Unlike with my first concept idea for the play.  Some of the 
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same things, but more front light to fill in the faces.  Doing this version of the play would 

make the lighting very realistic.  There is a bit of a creative license to the magical 

moments, but I wouldn’t want a lot.  Projections would not be needed, because there’s 

really not a good reason to justify it.  Doing this one is really focusing more on the text 

and supporting the story minimally with the technical elements.  I still think that this an 

exciting way to produce this show.   

My third concept would be based off of Caliban’s line “The isle is full of noises, 

sounds, and sweet airs, that give delight and hurt not” (Shakespeare, 1611, 3.2.131-

132).  With this text I think the island could be made up of found objects.  I would like 

trees to made out of glass bottles and metal rods, instead of having real trees.  I think it 

could be lovely if more things in the play were made this way.  But the sole point is to 

support this text and they should be made to create sweet airs.  These scenic pieces that 

can made music as you walk by, like a wind chime.  I also don’t want it to look like the 

theatre hasn’t taken their trash out and turn The Tempest into a statement piece about 

trash in the ocean.  The stage would definitely need a few various height platforms.  

What I want to do with the play is let artists really create this beautiful world.  You can’t 

really draft out how to build a tree from found objects like that.  I would really need 

help for what the players are wearing in this concept.  I can see the first two concepts 

pretty clearly, but with this one I’m not exactly sure how to tie them together.  I don’t 

want the people living on the island to wear glass bottles as clothing.  This is an 

opportunity to include the noises and sounds from the island into the islander’s 
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costumes.  There would still need to be a sound design in the play.  I think doing the 

shows sound completely foley would not be the right choice. I still want to have some of 

wave sounds and the wind.   

I would be happy to do either one of the concepts I came up with.  Although, the 

first and third one is more exciting to me than the second.  It just shows that The 

Tempest could be produced in so many different ways and that’s why I chose it.   

Now, this is where I started with my unknowing journey with The Tempest my 

first semester.  It’s interesting to take in how much I’ve kept and changed.  In my first 

year I had determined post-apocalyptic, keep it classical, or found objects as design 

concepts.  The latter would follow me to the end.  I had already thought about using 

projections in the show and that was at a time when I had a limited knowledge of what I 

could do with it.  After writing the above I truly hadn’t given either concept much 

thought.  Even with the couple of unrelated projects I had decided to do in specific 

classes.   
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CHAPTER 2 

SCENIC DESIGN PROCESS 

 Research began like it does with every show, read the play, determine a concept 

and begin searching. At the beginning I had more of an idea and less of a concept.  Once 

I had a good understanding of the show, I wrote a scene break down.  The scene break 

down is a document that is very important to have.  I used it to get an idea or sense of 

the movement and flow of the show.  You can note where people are entering from or 

where they’re exiting.  Every Shakespeare play needs room to have many places to do 

both.  And another important part of the scene breakdown is for tracking props.  Does it 

need to start onstage and eventually go off?  

Since I didn’t really have a concept for this show to begin with, I took two main 

givens and started my image search.  The first, there’s a big ship caught in a storm at the 

top of the show.   I began looking at 18th and 19th century sailing ships.  There were a lot 

of paintings and several photos of ones that are still in use today.  These ships I know 

are nothing short of gorgeous, but I found myself in one of many rabbit holes looking at 

ship wrecks.  Different underwater diving explorations and beached ship wrecks. Then I 

had the idea for an overall look for this show.  What if the island was just made up of 

sunken and wrecked ships?   Many years ago, I visited a very tiny island that had been 

made almost completely of sea shells.  So, I started to compile images that contained 

aspects that I wanted.  How the ships or parts were laying on the ground.  What the 

texture of the wood feels like.  Illustration number 1 and 2 were my main images of 
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inspiration for the set design.  Because Illustration no. 1 is a black and white photo, it 

demonstrates the tactile texture that I want to create.  It also shows how the tide plays 

with the relationship between the sand and the ship.  

 

Illustration no. 1: Overell, M. (2013). “Dry Rotting Ship.” Retrieved January, 2021, from 
http://bpicni.com/ 

 

Illustration no. 2: Wilson, M. (2020, March 5). “Weatherbeaten Ship on Beach.” Retrieved 
January, 2021, from https://www.staugustinesocial.com/ 
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 The second given of the show is that the majority of it takes place on an island.  

Before I had reached the idea that the island was made up entirely of boat parts, I had 

been searching some general island looks.  Specifically the relation of the water and 

waves to the sand and dunes.  How much space did I want to create between the ocean 

and the dunes? The two paths I was going on really influenced each other and then I 

stumbled upon this image. 

 

 

Illustration no. 3: Garau, S. (2015, January 26). “Mediterranean coast crystal clear sea”. 
Retrieved January, 2021, from http://www.stefanogarau.it/ 

I really began to become entranced with the idea of the island being under 

water.  Prospero and Miranda are not shipwrecked, but rather left on an island 

marooned to die.  What if the island was also above water too?  We know that 

Shakespeare uses the story telling device of magic to get around some pretty impossible 

plot lines.  Why not use that as the justification, we’ll fix it with magic. After some 

refinement I found myself with a bit more of a concept for the design of the show.  
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Concept: The island is returning to the sea or the sea is reclaiming the island. 

 I really found that embracing the magic of the island instead of magic happens 

on the island was a lot more fun.  We have stray sections of ships laying in the ground, 

random parts strewn about, and bits of their cargo.  All of these pieces should visually 

look like they’ve been there for a while but maybe only recently.  If all the water was 

pushed away from the bottom of ocean what would that look like? The ideas just 

started pouring in. I wanted to have a visual gradient effect of barnacle crusted wood on 

the bottom and sweeping up to dry weathered aged wood at the top.   

But what about all the plant life? That question brought me into the fun world of 

landscape architecture. What kind of plants would grow here? And I think scenically this 

was going to be the most delicate part.  I wanted to go with a bladed type plant, like 

beach grass on the sand dunes.  That would really convey the above water part and 

would add depth to the voids between ship parts. But I needed something from in the 

ocean that would also have some height.  It really needed to be something that would 

convey a pretty obvious stance of being an ocean plant. So, I revisited a thought of 

having some coral reef in the set.  I had thrown that out in preference of the ships very 

quickly, but was open to giving it a place in the set.  A great thing that coral reef would 

bring is its ecosystem support to under sea life.  Without losing the components of the 

ships, the coral reef really tilted the scales to the island being completely underwater.  I 

really didn’t want that to be the case. 
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 That’s when I found myself at home watching the passing screen saver of my 

Apple Tv.  Besides the fact I can watch that all day, one clip in particular caught my eye.  

A kelp forest near Cape Peninsula off the coast of South Africa.  Kelp would be my plant 

of choice because they have height that’s provided by being in water and they provide 

an entire ecosystem to sea life. It really was the perfect match, because Kelp blends 

with the beach grass better and really plays more to my concept.   

Illustration no. 4: [Giant Kelp]. (2021, January). Retrieved 2017, from 
https://www.sierraclub.org/ 

 
 With projections in mind, I began searching for components of a sailing ship that 

would work as a projection surfaces and also convey the established story telling.  That’s 

when I found myself really shopping for a sliver of a ships hull.  I pulled my research 

images of found ocean wreckage, island geography, various plants.  I began sketching 

out my world of The Tempest.   
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 I was now at a point where I needed to get things out of my head and 

onto paper.  In scenic design, thumb nail sketches are typically the first jumping off 

point. They are supposed to be a quick and loose style of sketching. And the typical 

canvas size varies from a 1”x3” to a 3”x5”.   Thumbnails are also very great for multi-

location shows.  Their inherent quickness implies a certain level a vagueness that allows 

your imagination to fill in gaps.  And since my ideas were very broad, I decided that this 

is where I should start.  I concentrated on just getting the ship components down on the 

page.  I really needed to figure out which elements I wanted, which elements I didn’t 

mind repeating, and how much space I wanted to fill.  I knew that I wanted at least one 

mast, the main portion of a bow, and some windows rising out of the ground.   

I needed to answer some more questions.  What size of ship did the mast come 

off of? When I think of windows, what part of the ship are they coming off of?  How 

much of the visual space do I want the bow to occupy?  And how much of it should be 

usable by the actors?  I wasn’t going to be able to answer all of these on the first 

attempt.  I went off to sketch with this mental list of items and questions. 
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Illustration no. 5: Thumbnail Sketch by James Bilnoski 

 I believe the first thing I sketched out was an off-kilter bow rising out of the 

ground.  Then I started with a mast directly behind it.  I was really just letting my 

imagination tell me what to draw.  Using the magenta lets me illustrate what I want to 

be more present than what’s in grey.  It also allows for saying what further in the back, 

magenta, and closer in the foreground, grey.  After placing the window-door-archs, I 

drew in a second mast on the righthand side.  The last step of this was drawing a human 

off to the right.  I began with not being concerned about what scale this was going to be.  

I think you get a real sense of relation when you do that.   

Once I felt that this little sketch was done, I observed the objects themselves in 

it.  First it was clear that I didn’t want any of these objects to be at right angles. 

Everything needed to be as organically placed as possible.  For now, the tallest thing I 

wanted was a hefty mast with at least one yard for a tattered sail.  And the windows 
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would be broken pieces from the captain’s quarters at the stern.  In my mind they 

weren’t from the same ship.  

My imagination wanted the visual elements to be heavier in the center and that 

would be the structure of the ship. I also needed to give them all room to breathe and 

allow for all the movement.  The intension was never to allow it to feel cramped, but 

merely full.  Armed with knowledge from my thumbnail and plant research I started to 

map out a plan in a more complete rough sketch of the set. 

 

Illustration no. 6: Rough sketch of The Tempest by James Bilnoski 

 I simplified the bow of the ship to just being a portion of a hull with exposed ribs 

and planks.  There’s a portion of the hull in the upper third that will allow for entrances.  

I pushed the mast off to the right so its height would counter balance the weight of the 

hull.  I felt that there really only needed to be one of them.  I left the window arches 
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down stage left and right because, they both establish an entrance and help to frame 

the playing area. Since this is more formal than a thumbnail, I sketched this on a larger 

canvas.  It allows for better detail of some of other elements.  I really wanted to keep 

the idea that the hull was coming out of the ground with a sand dune.  The sand dunes 

are going to be one element that will set the age and hide some scenic bracing.  I 

wanted to simplify the plants and I chose to stay with two species.  The Beach Grass and 

Kelp.  The beach grass helps to fill the ground and the kelp helps to fill in some of the 

voids above the set.  The rough sketch allows for some tweaking.  I drew in the fence as 

it would help create a different space from the hull and mask areas. I wasn’t sure how 

much planting I wanted upstage of the hull and mast, but I was able to pencil some in.  

In a relaxing way I was able to dial the drawing in.  

 My next step would be to draft a ground plan.  I placed a piece of tracing paper 

over my rough sketch and starting thinking placement.  I worked from downstage to 

upstage.  I know I wanted to place the window arches at the plaster line, but at a 

reasonable distance apart.  Placing the mast was fairly easy, but the hull became a bit of 

an issue.  I made a rough outline of a rectangle to represent it and I felt that I had gotten 

the angle right.  I just did not have a clue how to deal with the sand dune aspect of the 

piece. So I turned to my computer and started drafting it out in Vectorworks.  I was 

hopeful that the answer would just come to me. The process of translating the hand 

drawings I created was pretty much the same order in the computer.  Started with some 

basic outlines of the window arches and worked my way upstage.  I was still in the same 
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boat with no clue how to take the sand dune idea and translate it in a way that it could 

be created.   

 
Photograph no. 1: The White Model 

That’s when I turned to making a white model to problem solve my sand dune 

issue.  A white model is typically a model constructed of foam, paper, and all in a white 

finish made to quarter in scale.  Keeping the color pallet to a neutral white helps to 

increase the speed of completion and the concentration on the relevance of space.  It’s 

like a toy that you play with at a meeting and it’s meant to be a finalized idea. Since I 

was making this white model for just myself, I chose to construct in 3/8”=1’0” scale.  

Most all of the materials I had on hand made this decision more sensible. The Foam core 

was 6” thick in scale.  

As I began on the model, instead of starting with the window arches downstage I 

began with the hull itself.  I knew I wanted the ribs to be an overall width of sixteen feet 

and some sort of proportionate height. Using some 1/4” foam core, I cut out some ribs 
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and glued them on the cross section of a half-circle. The half circle proved to be a good 

idea as just a platform. And I took the other half circle and glued that on the bottom.  It 

created a step. Adding the additional circle increased the platform height to one foot.  

Next thing I did was place some cross board for the hull.  There were inner boards with 

major gaps and since this would be a projection surface, outer boards were placed to 

make it seamless.  Or as seamless as it could be considering it’s supposed to look like a 

wreck.  

The point of the white model was a success and it allowed me to create my 

rough ground plan.  I’d like to say that it was a mindless sort of step.  Take 

measurements from the white model and drafting it in the computer.  But it was more 

than that.  A majority of the measurements were just very odd distances.  I took this 

time to make them more rounded and whole distances.  One measurement was 5’-3 ½” 

between the edge of a window arch and the hull platform. I decided to just decrease 

that measurement to 5’0” even.  It did take a bit of time, but it would make the 

remaining process more bearable.  I was going back and forth from white model to 

drafting the ground plan.  Until I finally had it in a 90% complete form.   

This is when my work split and doubled.  I began working on a 3/4” to 1’0” scale 

real life model and a 3D model in Vectorworks 2021. The construction order for both 

methods were roughly the same and honestly it kept me on a completed check list.  I 

began with the platform, then built up the hull.  Added the planks based on what I had 

discovered with the white model.  Since I knew that projections would be happening on 
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the model, I made a conscious effort to only permanently glue certain aspects.  The set 

was finalized, but it was in a state where small notes could be done to help projections.  

Obviously the same could be said about the 3D model, as it was in the computer.   

I had laid out a 16-week schedule for the entire project and I kept to all of the 

deadlines.  The total construction time for the scale model, during my busy spring 

semester, was 5 weeks.  That’s not to say I didn’t work on it a little past that date.  
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CHAPTER 3 

LIGHTING DESIGN PROCESS 

 I would say that my lighting design process is fairly typical to most designers in 

the field.  After the initial readings and first pass at research, I give myself a break from 

the show.  I’m a pretty firm believer in having an incubation period with any design.  

There’s always a simile to cooking and I was letting all of my ideas get to know each 

other.   

 The lighting and projection designer in me was really excited about the potential 

of all of this. My next step was to begin working on the lighting design.  I broke the script 

down into a lighting cue list.  Lighting designers must also take the character flow to a 

different level.  Where are people exiting to? More importantly where are they coming 

from? When is this scene? Is it a flashback? What time is this scene? What’s happening 

in the scene? The overall depth of each question plays into the cue description.  So as a 

lighting designer I do an initial break down of the play, cue by cue.   

 To make my cue list I’d start by writing cues into my script.  It helps me to 

visually know where I want it to be called and executed. If there’s room on the page I 

write a brief description, but I highlight key text that speaks out to me. It could be one 

line that helps to define my overall description for the scene. I open an excel sheet 

template and begin typing them in. Starting at the top, that’s when I start to give them 

all a cue number, because up until this point my script just has “Q” written in it. Along 

with a description of the cue I also make note of where I want them to be called.  I’ll add 
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information to adjacent columns with other important information, such as what act, 

scene, and page number it’s on.  Completing as much information as possible is 

important for the next step. 

 

Illustration no. 7: Lighting Research Collage 

 In lighting design research images are more than just a way to translate the 

written descriptions into visuals.  They show examples of color, mood, or a sense of the 

lighting look.  Sometimes the image isn’t about the composition of the subjects, but the 

angle of shadows in it.  I started with the top of the show and the description for the 

storm.  I wanted to create an establishing storm look, with some lighting before getting 

into the general look for the scene.  It should be dark and moody by a muted saturate 

blue. As I began compiling more storm images, I found that they were really informing 
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what some of the projection content could be.  In the research collage these images 

were all along the top.  I knew in my light plot that I wanted a top light system of LED 

lights so a rolling color effect could be done to imply and mimic waves.  It’s also helpful 

to have a top light system of color changing LED’s if there’s any changes in costumes 

later in the tech process. 

 My next big tackle would be the magic of the island and Ariel’s entrances.  

Because we find out later in the play that the storm was all just a trick played on them, 

the use of the blue could be a lighting convention and the other magic moments could 

share the same color pallet. This is when I expounded my concept for the show into 

some character descriptions.  Ariel will be of the sea and Caliban will be of the land.  The 

aid of projections will be able to sell the idea of being in a magical state more clearly 

than lighting alone.  I found myself in another state where lighting research was really 

falling into projections as well.  We’ll touch on the top right photo later in the projection 

design process.   

 We have established that a saturate blue will aid in filling shadows when either 

Ariel enters or we’re left in a magical influence look.  The next was to get a sense of 

what the days on this island look and feel like.  The mid left section of the collage is how 

I think it should look and feel for the morning into noon.  Slightly cool and with some 

breeze, making it almost welcoming.  As the day goes on, we shift to a much hotter look 

and feel.  I think it should be a reminder that the island is not a forgiving place to live.  

This is when we’ll introduce more saturate warm tones. It will also help ease the lighting 
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shifts that we’ll do into the banquet and the Flippery.  Once we get to the Flippery we’ll 

really need the drastic contrast to sell the scary moment that we create. 

 The scenic design had progressed to being in the white model stage and I took 

advantage of that.  Having a white model helps to get an initial idea of lighting angles. It 

also helps to asses any possible issues that the scenic designer can change before 

getting to the next step of their process.  I was a bit concerned about how high up the 

top of the sail would be. 

 
Photograph no. 2: White Model Angle Study. by James Bilnoski 

 
Photograph no. 3: White Model Angle Study, in Green. by James Bilnoski 
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 Much like building the white model, lighting it was even more fun.  I discovered 

that I would really like to graze the top of the grasses, that are upstage of the hull, with 

light. It will help to create depth and model the set.  I found that the best side light 

would come from ladders near the proscenium arch.  Having any lighting from a boom 

position would be very hard, but that would be ok with me.  After all of that, I gave 

myself some time to allow every bit to incubate. 

   

Illustration no. 8: Butter Sheet by James Bilnoski 

Before it was time to get the pencil on paper and draft out my light plot.  I 

needed to make a rough plot by making a butter sheet.  A butter sheet is the process of 

laying a piece of tracing paper over a ground plan and sketching out collective ideas.  
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You can loosely draw out where you’d like lights to come from and have a direction of 

color.  It’s a more advanced method of the traditional color rose, because you’re 

thinking more of the whole stage than acting areas.  The tracing paper is important 

because it makes it less permanent than drawing directly onto the ground plan.  I 

wanted a centralized point of front light coming from house right.  A single source of 

light coming over the mast to create some shadows for the magic moments.  Doing this 

also enables me to plan out directions of color and catch mistakes. 

 The light plot is a communication tool used by the Master Electrician to hang, 

and circuit the desired lights.  Drafting it out in a 2D space is easy enough.  Once you 

create your hanging positions you simply click and place.  Now I had made the decision 

that I would try to stay as close to the Temple lighting inventory as possible.  So I had to 

start drafting with that working inventory.  I then needed to make the leap to 3D.  This is 

the part where you really need to just get all the information in on your first pass.  I 

usually draft my light plots based on systems and not by hanging position. Once all the 

light symbols for a system are placed on my plot, I add information to them.  Their 

purpose, their color, channel number, etc.  Drafting in your given systems is a major 

portion of the work and goes pretty quickly.  Adding specials is usually the remaining bit.  

It’s really best to put a handful of them into the plot.  

The next phase of making the plot is channeling and finalizing gel color.  In order 

for me to do that, I have to make my magic sheet.  To me the magic sheet is a combo of 

the plot and butter sheet.  It’s a very zen time and artistic piece of paperwork for me to 
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make.  I prefer to use Vectorworks because I can make a tiny representation of the set. 

Surround that tiny set with a bounding box, and fill that box with the specific gel color. 

Next, I place some arbitrary numbers based on where the lights will be focused to.  Once 

I get a number for each light in that system, I start to turn those arbitrary numbers into 

channel numbers.  I can just quickly determine which ones I’ve used as I go along.  It’s 

just really helpful for me to see it all on one page.  Now that’s all done I turn back to my 

plot and input more information.  Channel, dimmer, and absolute address with the 

spotlight numbering tool.  With this tool I use the manual click mode to also set the 

channel and dimmer numbers to be one to one. 

Preparing the push to Vectorworks Vision.  First is a given, making sure 

everything’s Z-height is correct.  You will then need to individually set the gel color in 

one more place.  Under the object information for the lighting unit, there’s a section 

labeled color wheel.  Selecting this brings you to a menu where you can type in the color 

without searching.  You’ll also want to take this step for gobos as well.  Neither of these 

will appear anywhere worth noting in Lightwright, but you have to do it.  With 

Vectorworks 2021, you will not be able to select all the light that will be that color.  The 

next step after gelling is focusing the light plot in Vectorworks. You can create focus 

points and type those labels in manually or use the Spotlight Numbering Tool.  There’s 

now a new helpful tool called the Focus Lighting Devices Along Path Tool.  With the plot 

focused in 3D, colored and gobo-ed.  This is when I send the project to Vectorworks 

Vision.   
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My Pre-vis setup looks a bit weird, but it works for me.  I have Vectorworks 

Vision running on my larger Mac Book Pro and Eos offline editor running on my 13” 

older Mac Book Pro.  They both have to be connected to the same WIFI.  Vision also 

needs to be set to receive DMX via sCAN. I had my Eos patched as a 1-to-1, because you 

can import just cues into an Eos console.  I wrote my cues for the moments I wanted 

and made all of my 3D renderings.   

I was also taking my scale model of the set to the light lab.  The Light Lab has a 

unique mini lab specifically for models.  It uses Dark Lights, which is a tiny LED color 

mixing light, that uses its own DMX converter and power supply. They’re very good for a 

general wash look and saturate colors.  I knew I needed to bring all of my little 

flashlights and book lights, just in case.  I also have my own Mix Book by Rosco for 

occasions such as these.  The gel color catalogue they can perform are very accurate.    

The mini lab is driven by an ETC Element console, but that wouldn’t help me later in 

process for pre writing cues.  The channel numbers won’t correlate to my plot or overall 

instrument count.  As I set up the shots, I used a combination of my own lights with gel 

and the Dark Lights in the mini lab. Once I achieved a look I wanted, I snapped a Photo 

with my Cannon DSLR camera.  I also think there’s a future discussion to be had over 

acceptable lighting output for a scale model.  I really didn’t want to dive down that 

rabbit hole, but it makes some sort of sense if you think about it.   Once I began lighting 

the model, several color ideas and angles became to come alive.  
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CHAPTER 4 

PROJECTION DESIGN PROCESS 

 Projection design was always known to me that it would be started last.  

Something that ended up being a bit of a surprise was that it really wasn’t.  Which might 

have been because I knew the show would have it.  In each, scenic and lighting design, 

their research stages presented creative ideas that would become some of the core 

elements of the projection design.  I think, at first, they were all vague in the sense of, 

“oh, projections will fix that.” Even though at the beginning of the process I had really 

no idea what I wanted these moments to look like. 

 I began the design process with writing out a cue sheet.  I already had most of 

the descriptions done before I even began typing.  But none the less, writing out the cue 

sheet was the first step.  Writing them was helpful to get an idea of how many cues 

were actually going to be originating content and how many needed to repeat.  The 

main moments I knew I wanted to work on were the storm, the magic during the day, 

the hounds, and the end of the show with Prospero.  The storm was important because 

it will help set the expected tone for the rest of the show.  The magic during the day was 

chosen because it would illustrate what I wanted without implying too much of Ariel’s 

entrances.  I wanted a school of fish to swim in and spread with each of Ariel’s entrances 

and continue the magic with rising air bubbles.  The Hounds moment was the third 

choice because I wanted to create a moment to have a conversation with the director.  

This is a portion of the show where it’s typical to have loud noises and people costumed 
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as monsters.  I wanted to embrace the shows concept and play with having scary angler 

fish enter.  The last part I chose was the end of the show, so I could see how much of my 

content would be washed out. I knew I wanted to project a line of Prospero drawing out 

a circle with his staff, but I wouldn’t need to create a projection of it.  Making the circle 

could be a delicate situation where a director could take offense that the circle should 

be larger or smaller.  I thought it would be best leave it as, yes we’re doing that and 

we’ll wait until we get to tech. 

 

 

Illustration no. 9: Projection Research Collage 

 The image collage above has the storm and the magical moments research 

images started with the previous two fields.  They were very good ideas and a great 

place to start.  I was able to find a collective of twilight zone fish that would be useful to 
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show incase the angler fish didn’t work out.  An idea I toyed with was to just project 

glowing eyes on the hull of the ship. Creation wise, I kind knew some of these I would be 

animating in After Effects and others might be recorded film.   

 The one projection cue that excited me the most was Ariel’s entrances and 

general magic look.  I really wanted to just dive right in with this one. I started with the 

fish, because I knew that it might be the most challenging and require more time.  Either 

in rendering time or just needing some creative breaks.  I had a pretty clear idea what 

the scenes were going to look like from a lighting perspective, because it was pretty 

much getting into the lighting render stages.  The fish would need to be a light color to 

be readable on stage and simple movements to sell that they’re fish.  When creating the 

clips, I wanted to keep in the 15 second range so that they could be easily looped.  I 

made a pretty basic content file and tested it out on the stage floor of Randall Theatre.  

It turned out to be a pretty believable piece of content.  I ended up just making 

variations of the same and layered and looped them in.  The idea for the fish started 

with being a school that would swim in with Ariel and part around them.  I didn’t plan 

on taking that part further, because the next steps for this would require some blocking.   

 The next projection moment that I would work on, which had me worried from 

the beginning, was the storm.  Projecting rain and it being believable is something easier 

said than done.  The rain itself needs to be really small and each change to the clip I 

made looked a lot like snow on the scale model.  Now maybe it was just that the clip I 

made didn’t actually scale down well enough or I really didn’t know what I was doing in 
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order to create it.  I found a limited amount of video clips on the internet to just play 

over the set.  A lot of them had rain hitting some sort of glass and stationary drops.  I 

think with rain or snow there’s really a fourth dimension to it that’s difficult to mimic.  

The fourth dimension to it is collection.  The rain collecting on a surface and dripping 

down or snow piling up in drift.  Once I had gotten into the lab my worst thoughts came 

true.  The visual story was not what I wanted to tell and very displeasing.  Thankfully I 

had already been floating the idea of using some crashing waves video.  Weeks in 

advance I had recorded waves crashing into the Cliff Walk trail in Bristol RI.  Part of the 

lighting design was to suggest waves with a rolling color effect on the stage floor and I 

decided to exploit that.  Needless to say, I was happy about it. 

 The last real part of the process was just making sure I stayed organized with my 

files on the computer.  The program that I’d be using for playback, Resolume, allows you 

to have a lot of flexibility.   To name a few, you can adjust speed, looping, some color 

shift, etc.  At this point I’d say I’m still fairly fresh to projection design as a whole, but I 

do have creative experience to know when something is too much.   
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CHAPTER 5 

RENDER COMPARISONS 

 Before the introduction of digital renderings, a set designer would typically 

create one rendering in watercolor.  With having only enough time to create a single 

rendering, what is most important?  It needs to convey the perspective, color pallet, 

possible entrances and exits, and use of the performance space. Maybe there’s a single 

moment in the show that can achieve that, but for The Tempest I decided to go in a 

neutral direction.  Something to keep in mind is that while this should suggest the tone, 

it shouldn’t take the place of the lighting or costume designer.  It’s a delicate balance of 

creating a scene without doing someone else’s job. 

  For the sake of this whole project, I wanted to keep it as reasonably 

priced as possible.  I also wanted to keep the humans and costumes as neutral as I 

could.  They are intended to show relevance of scale and some movement in the show.  

Below are my final renderings for the scenic design.  

 

Photograph no 4: Scenic Scale Model by James Bilnoski 
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The scale model was a much easier and more intuitive work flow, but over longer 

periods of time.  The scale I chose to build it in allowed for most materials to be in a 

nominal measurement.  The large popsicle sticks were 12” wide and the narrower ones 

were more around the 6” width.  The plants were even easier to source.  I had planned 

on making them out of paper and wire, but the aquarium section of Petsmart had a 

great selection to choose from.   

 It was much easier to paint with color accuracy.  I chose to take a more 

traditional method and mix the paint myself.  I made some paint chips where I wrote 

the recipe of the specific color on the back.  I think this is a great advantage because you 

can pass this along to your scenic artist.  It might not be exact for them, but it’s better 

than starting completely from scratch or handing them a printed page from photo shop. 

Creating the wood textures from the research was much more organic and 

quicker.  I felt like I was using a tiny trowel to fill in unwanted gaps.  I used painters caulk 

to cover and create most of the rough wood texture.  And there wasn’t a disconnect 

from my hand to the medium.  It was kind of relaxing in a way.  Getting down to small 

details, like gluing the moss was even pretty easy.   

A big advantage is that you can pick the model up. You can see where the 

entrances and exits are in relation to some of the larger scenic items.  Not only that, you 

can really get a sense of sightlines and play around with soft goods.  

 The disadvantages of the scale model.  First, it’s hard to transport.  And that 

might start to influence your construction of the model. I guess that’s really depending 
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on where you’re needing to take it to and how you can take it there.  I can say when I 

needed to take this to the light lab, it filled the whole back of my car. Because I knew I 

was going to take it in my car, I built all the pieces as a free-floating item.  So when I did 

arrive at the lab, I had to put it all together. 

You really need a dedicated space to build it which could be a burden to work on 

in an apartment.  The days I had scheduled to work on the model required I transform 

the kitchen table into a work station.  And nearing the six o’clock hour I’d need to call it 

a day.  There came a point when I realized just how many tools I needed to do work on 

the model.  Because every time I set the table up, I had to bring each one out.  

Sometimes I didn’t even put them back in the right spot so I would have to go looking.  

 There’s no undo button, just a redo method. I think that’s pretty self-

explanatory.  If I mixed the sand color incorrectly I either needed to redo whatever it 

was or repaint whatever I was trying to match. 

And finally, you have to be comfortable with using all the various mediums 

needed to construct your model.  Cutting the foam core with a sharp exacto knife or 

razor blade can be intimidating and it requires time.  To get a good flush cut you need to 

make multiple slow shallow passes with your exacto knife.  Filling gaps to make surfaces 

continuous is not as easy as it seems.  The next portion is completing the finish and 

paint brings its own problems.  Knowing how to color mix will help lower your cost and 

also lessen required storage space. 
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Illustration no 10: Scenic 3D Model by James Bilnoski 

 There were some very nice advantages to the 3D model. I think the most obvious 

is that you can work on it from almost anywhere.  I was using my lap top to build this in 

a 3D space.  My program of choice is Vectorworks, because I started in lighting.  Making 

those platforms or window arches are only a couple of clicks and key strokes away.  If 

it’s an object that needs to be repeated, create it as a symbol for global editing or simply 

copy and paste.  That means no more exacto blades and possible nicked finger tips. 

It’s easy to transport to your meeting or presentation.  You can easily email your 

whole file to your director and collaborators.  That’s if you even need to be there at all. 

With the recent pandemic, online meetings have become more normalized.  Having 

some practice at presenting online is good to have under your belt.  

It’s quicker to pick out paint and apply it to the model.  Vectorworks offers a 

whole library of popular paint colors. Even Rosco Off-Broadway paints.  If that doesn’t 

work you can create a quick texture in Photoshop.  Using a graphic design color book to 

mix RGB values and applying filters, you can make your own wood texture.  If that’s not 
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your cup of tea, simply download a wood grain texture from your preferred search 

engine.  With Vectorworks you can apply any of these.   

Set dressings can be found in a 3D warehouse for ease.  I really wanted to have 

some items that would be found on a ship lying around.  Glass bottles, some plates and 

bowls, barrels and crates to just name a few.  It did take a bit of searching, but I was 

able to download them for free from the Sketchup 3D Warehouse.  I’d like to note that I 

did not use Sketchup in the process of building this model. 

 This method wasn’t what I would call perfect. There are things I had to fudge in 

the computer to get it to look correct.  The first disadvantage is getting a texture to tile 

correctly.  It really comes down to if what you’re trying to tile is organic or geometric.   It 

can become so frustrating that you might just want to quit.  I found myself wishing that 

it was as simple as picking up a paint brush. While we’re on the topic of paint. I’d love to 

talk about a quick side trial with painting the ship’s hull in Photoshop.  I quickly dabbled 

with spraying the boards and to some point I had some success.  Where ever I sprayed 

paint, it applied to the tiling pattern and not to just the specific location.  I believe I 

might be missing a couple of steps in there.  I didn’t explore much past that, but I did 

import the hull model into the 3D symbol I created in the Vectorworks file. 

 With that being said, your time can be eaten away by trying to make details.  In 

the 3D model I did not slope the closure panels of the platforms.  I specifically left them 

looking like a normal platform edge in this method, because I didn’t know how long it 

would take me to have the computer to make it correctly.  This whole method would 
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have taken me much longer, if I hadn’t found the set dressings in the 3D warehouse.  It 

could have easily turned into an eight-hour day where all I made was a bottle.  And 

lastly, it’s just harder to have a relevance of space.  Without being able to move around 

in it, how much space is actually between things?  A common measurement is three 

feet, but it can appear much slimmer. 

 I think that it’s worth mentioning that when exporting a 3D model from 

Vectorworks as a C4D or any file, it’s important for it to be created from a fresh file.  I 

would simply copy the 3D object and paste into a new Vectorworks document.  This was 

the process I’ve done for previous projects but also for painting the ship’s hull in 

Photoshop. 

 

 
Illustration no. 11: “The Storm” Lighting Render Comparison. Left photographed 

Scale model, at right Digital 3D Rendering. 

 I’d first like to begin with the scale model.  It has some pretty great advantages 

that the computer renders can’t quite compete with.  You can use gel, saturate colors 

show better, and it’s easier to make change on the fly.  

 You can light the model with the gel that you would use for your plot.  Over time 

with experience, you get a sense of what colors will do well.  But being able to see how 
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each gel will react to the paint color is a great benefit.  If there is a gel color you’d like to 

try, you can quickly change it out.  I also took advantage of a product by Rosco, the 

MIXBOOK.  This is a LED product from their cinema and photography light 

manufacturing.  With a linked app from my iPhone, it will output accurate gel colors 

from a limited list.    

Lighting the scale model fared better with saturate colors and the light had more 

of a softness to it.  It’s worth mentioning that the saturate colors also did a better job of 

color mixing on the surfaces and filling shadows. You can also experiment with half gels 

and frost.  Which lends it to be great for first time designers.  With first time designers, 

the scale model offers an easier experience with adjusting lighting angles on the fly.  

Making lighting additions to the look at hand is faster and offers a quicker response 

time.   

 

Illustration no. 12: “The Island Day Look” render comparison. Left photographed 
Scale model, at right Digital 3D Rendering. 

 Lighting the scale model advantages is greatly outweighed by the disadvantages.  

Which some I didn’t realized until in the moment. The disadvantages are: there’s a need 
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for a windowless dedicated space, possible limited lighting inventory, gobos are difficult, 

and you need a decent camera.  

 Much like building the scale model, you need a dedicated space to perform the 

best lighting examples.  The space also needs a decent amount of power to supply the 

various lighting equipment used.  Fortunately, the light lab in Tomlinson offers more 

than enough.  A single 20-amp circuit would barely cover all of the electronic devises 

that were in use.  I say windowless space, because I’ve had the pleasure of being able to 

work in two types of lighting labs.  A lab with windows and a lab without.  Windows 

become such a pain to fix light leaks and light bleeds that you might find yourself 

coming in at night just to avoid it.  I understand the desire of wanting to see something 

in just natural light and if you do, by all means go outside. 

 Lighting the scale might be limited by what lighting inventory you have on hand.  

Having a proper lighting inventory could be very frustrating to find and seem overly 

expensive.  The added element of using a dimming system would increase overall cost 

and maintenance but, with an increase of lumen control.  In the case of using Dark 

Lights, you will have to have a console to communicate to them, because they will only 

work via a DMX signal and no way else.  There are ways to problem solve the issue with 

cost, but to what extent?  Buying cheap solutions generally buy you less reliability and 

more problems.  The Rosco MIXBOOK I own came at a price near $100 per light.  They 

do create accurate gel colors, but from a very limited gel list.  The MIXBOOK also has a 

clunky user experience with multiple devices connected at once. 
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 Gobo patterns are hard to properly emulate at such a scale.  One of the best 

miniature lights on the market is the ETC Source 4 Mini.  It has the same functions and 

controllable qualities of light as it’s normal size counterpart.  Given that, it still does not 

scale a gobo pattern down correctly.  It is one more item that you will have to just 

accept and move along with.  That being said, I know that I’m the only one that would 

really understand and see that as a problem.  

 In order to properly serve this method’s whole process, you will need a decent 

camera.  I would advise anyone to be careful when researching and take everything with 

a grain of salt.  I do wish I had purchased a slightly different DSLR that could also record 

film, but that’s not necessary to this step.  A few times I experience photos that grasped 

the intermittent flashing of the LED Dark Lights that are not meant for film and 

television.  The MIXBOOK however, did not have this problem.  

 
Illustration no. 13: “The Magical Day Look” Lighting Render Comparison.  

Left Photographed Scale model, at right Digital 3D Rendering.  

 The Digital Render process was a much different, as one might expect.  A 

majority of the Advantages align with the Scenic Design process.  You are not limited to 

working in a dedicated space and color changes or various notes are easily done.   
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 Color changes are more easily done and I really do mean it’s just a few clicks.  To 

really speed up the digital process, using Lightwright with Vectorworks is a must.  

Lightwright is a lighting paperwork program, much like excel, that is specifically meant 

to work with Vectorworks. The two programs communicate via a .xml file and allows for 

updates to happen in a spreadsheet form, rather than searching in the ground plan. 

Focus notes or touch ups can also happen relatively fast.  One way to do this is to 

be in wireframe with the Draw Light Beam enabled on the instrument.  Once you can 

see the wireframe, you can use the Focus Lighting Devices Along Path Tool or adjust the 

X, Y, Z rotation degrees in the object information. I found that adjusting the rotation 

degrees was easier to complete than trying to use the Focus Lighting Devices Along Path 

Tool.  It’s important to note that none of the focus information from Vectorworks will 

appear in the focus chart tab in your Lightwright file. 

 Since the lighting instruments in Vision can be controlled by a console, you can 

go ahead and pre-write your cue list from your cue sheet.  Either by using a real console 

or like me, an Eos offline editor. Which is still an advantage, because the cue stack can 

be merged into the show files. 

 
Illustration no. 14: “The Flippery” Lighting Render comparison. Left photographed 

Scale model, at right Digital 3D Rendering. 
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 The disadvantages of making 3D renderings are a lot of what you’d expect from 

technology.  All actually stem from the struggles of just being on a computer.  The  

 You can work on the digital renderings almost anywhere there’s power.  Drafting 

in 3D alone is already demanding.  When you throw in the pre-vis of surfaces and 

lighting beams, it cranks the computer into high gear.  It’s very important to maintain a 

safe distance to a wall outlet.  Because it’s using so much electricity, it’s important to let 

the computer receive adequate airflow.   

 One of the longest portions in this process is to actually focus the lighting 

instruments in Vectorworks.  I created a system of focus points and used the Spotlight 

Number Tool to assign focus point information to lights by clicking on them.  The Focus 

Lighting Devices Along Path Tool is very helpful and only helps to obtain a relative focus.  

It was my tool of choice with specials and none of the lighting systems.  After those two 

I had to manually adjusted the X, Y, Z rotation for a majority of the instruments.  I think 

it’s safe to say that focusing the plot in Vectorworks will take half as long as it will to 

focus in real life.  

 It takes a great deal longer to see what a particular lighting angle would look like.  

I like to use the example of moving a footlight across the apron.  Any adjustment or 

touchups will be easier done in your original Vectorworks file, then pushed back to 

Vision.  If you’re adding a light, be sure to go ahead and add all the appropriate 

information to the Object Information Panel.  
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 A final disadvantage is the feeling of never seeing an end. Realistically the whole 

plot and paperwork process has to be completed before patching can happen in the 

console.  Once you get information into your console, you also need to assign the 

appropriate moving light profile to each channel.  Having a mostly complete magic sheet 

also helps in this situation. Since this is all in the computer and not in the real world, 

that can be frustrating.  Once it’s all figured out, all you have left is to write your cues, 

capture your still renders, and you’re done.  All before you know it, you’ve got your 

desired number of looks. 

 
Illustration no. 15: “The Final Scene” render comparison. Left photographed 

Scale model, at right Digital 3D Rendering. 

 It might always be a tough decision given a choice of lighting a Scale Model and 

creating a Digital Rendering for lighting purposes.  I will confess that I preferred making 

digital renderings before conducting this experiment, and I appreciate it even much 

more now.  I think the advantages of the digital process and results greatly outweigh 

what lighting a scale model can provide.  To me the data supports a pretty cut and dry 

answer and I think they just look better. 
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Illustration no. 16: “The Storm” Projections on Scale Mode.  

 Projection Video Rendering in Chronological Stills. 

 I think it’s best to say that when it comes to projections, I am still learning and 

figuring some aspects of it out.  The opportunity to learn projection design is why I 

chose to finish my Masters of Fine Art at Temple.   

The first content I wanted to film was the storm.  I knew that there was a chance 

that my rain content idea was not going to work.  I had the idea from my first year to 

use video footage of ocean waves and I also had some in my computer just in case.   
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Illustration no. 17: “The Storm” Digital created in Adobe After Effects.  

 Projection Video Rendering in Chronological Stills. 

I would eventually be very glad that I did.  Projecting on the scale model has a decent 

number of advantages.  You can really get a chance to explore with the set, which helps 

with your playback program, and helps start a dialogue with the lighting designer. 

Exploring the set means so much to me.  I could really fine tune exactly where I 

wanted the projector to be place.  For the scale model I placed my small projector on a  
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music stand.  The thought of using a C-stand had crossed my mind, but that and other 

options seemed too complicated.   The music stand allowed a better flow for adjusting 

height and focus angle.  Which made the projector more of a point and shoot.  

Eventually I landed on slightly off left of center for the front of house projector with 

using this method.  Once you’re able to determine that, you can start playing and 

setting up your content to project.  I used Resolume Arena 7 for playback and content 

mapping onto the scale model.  Because of that, I could really start writing my cues into 

the program.  I discovered that I could move my projection content in the output frame 

and hash through that.  I could pre write and start masking before we even get to tech 

for the show. 

 Projecting on the scale model initiates a dialogue with the lighting designer.  It 

should never be a direction of the projection designer to tell the lighting designer what 

to do with their craft, and vice versa.  There should be a conversation about what you 

both can do to help each other.  The projection design is taking the responsibility of 

establishing some story telling conventions for this show.  That’s why it’s important for 

the lighting designer to hear concerns early on.  I think being mindful of light spill or 

notating a specific moment needing to be darker. 

 Projecting the scale model is also not fool proof.  Handling the relationship to 

scale can be a little difficult, it requires being in a specific space, and the recorded video 

might not be as detailed as you’d might like.  Are these potentially game ending 

problems? No, I don’t think they are.   
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Illustration no. 18: “Magical Day Look” Projections on Scale Mode. 
 Projection Video Rendering in Chronological Stills. 

 The video output of the projector might not have been at the correct scale.  My 

process of creating the videos allowed me to place them where the overall image size 

would work best.  I would take that measurement information to figure out what 

projector would be needed.  I’m not really sure what the correct or best answer would 

be.  With the pandemic certain aspects of class were adapted for online and show  
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Illustration no. 19: “Magical Day Look” Digital created in Adobe After Effects.  

 Projection Video Rendering in Chronological Stills. 

assignments were canceled.  Since everything in my life went to being closed or online, I 

lost that portion of hands-on learning.  Suffice it to say, it was just hard to determine if 

the smaller details would have worked well or not.  

 It’s been said twice before, but the need for a dedicated space is really a must.  

There’s also a possibility for coordination with the lighting designer.  Which could be a 
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good thing or a possible nightmare.  Sometimes schedules are already hard to 

coordinate and throw in the borrowing of the model to that.  That is simply 

hypothetical, but I don’t really like the idea of it too much.  I’d much rather be self-

sustaining, as I practically was with this project.  

 The last disadvantage would have to be presenting.  How do you present it?  Do 

you invite the director to view it in your studio? Do you set it up at the design meeting? 

Do you do like I did and record it to be shown online? I don’t think there’s a right 

answer, but I do think that the video recordings on the scale model don’t do it justice.  

It’s basically the same as taking a photograph of a beautiful sunset.  Days later when you 

go back and look at your sunset, it’s just not as stunning.  

This is when I’d like to begin talking about the digital video renderings.  Before I 

begin talking about them, I should explain why I chose After Effects to create my digital 

renderings.  We flashback to the fall of 2019.  In my scenic design class, I passed over 

The Tempest to Design Macbeth. The end goal of that project was to pre-vis a set and 

make some lighting looks.  The set for Macbeth had some castle turrets and trees, but 

there was this water feature that I wanted to have Banquo’s ghost projected on it.  I 

thought it was a really strong design and storytelling choice. I took my lighting render  

and I made a still image in photoshop.  The idea and execution of the projection still was 

fairly simple to do in Photoshop.  It was during my class presentation that it dawned on 

me, why didn’t I make a video, same style and format, in After Effects? 
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Illustration no. 20: “The Hounds” Projections on Scale Mode.  
 Projection Video Rendering in Chronological Stills. 
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Illustration no. 21: “The Hounds” Digital created in Adobe After Effects.  

 Projection Video Rendering in Chronological Stills. 
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 Creating these render videos in After Effects was still as simple as Photoshop.  

That’s because the nature of After Effects is the same as Photoshop, with the added 

timeline.  You can really get a layered look and make a lot of effects possible.  I used the 

digital lighting rendering to create these.  You could also use the scale model lighting 

photographs to do these as well.  Creating them digitally allows the rendering to really 

convey the projection content.  Because After Effects is a video effects program,  

 
Illustration no. XX: “The Final Scene” Projections on Scale Model.  

 Projection Video Rendering in Chronological Stills. 
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Illustration no. 23: “The Storm” Digital created in Adobe After Effects. 

 Projection Video Rendering in Chronological Stills. 
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you can adjust the brightness or opacity.  This helps to keep the lighting from washing 

the projection content out.  The video rendering focuses on the content you want to 

have playing instead.  It’s also a given that creating these digitally makes for a fast 

process and easy to travel. 

 The disadvantages are pretty substantial.  You have to be careful with what you 

make and how it looks, because it might be very misleading.  Since it’s a digital work and 

it’s being created by laying, physics don’t really apply.  Which is why it could be 

misleading to your director or design team.   

 The next is while making these digital renders in After Effects, you can’t really 

pre cue anything.  I’m not trying to say that you can’t pre cue digital renders.  How I 

wanted to complete my compare and contrast for projections, you can’t.  There are 

specific pre-vis programs that make digital projection renderings. But one of my 

established rules was to keep this as cost efficient as possible and I wasn’t about to 

purchase one.  I probably won’t include one of those programs into my tool bag, until I 

obtain a substantial work load to justify the added expense. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND REFLECTION 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Illustration no. 24: Collage of Scale Model Photographs 

 The overall advantages of the Scale Model method are more positive than not.  

There are inherent costs to each method, but almost all needed tools are a one-time 

purchase.  I used the Exacto knife I bought my freshman year in college, fifteen years 

ago.  That’s not to say there won’t be needed running costs.  I did replace the self-

healing cutting board and over 15 years the cost was $1.33 a year.   

 There’s a tangible relevance of space with making and using a scale model.  It’s 

something that’s very rewarding and fast.  I think it’s important to determine soft goods 

and this is an effective way to determine what’s really happening off stage.  I can’t 

express how helpful the scale model was for my projection process.  I preferred to make 
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the projection video renders by recording the scale model.  It is a pain with how large it 

is, but it won’t be misleading in what you present.  

 All of that is achievable by simply knowing how to use a scale ruler.  It’s also 

beneficial to familiarize yourself with safe practices when using any sharp tools to cut 

foam or matboard.  Accidents do happen and that’s why it’s best to take your time.  I 

preferred the overall ease of building the scale model for the scenic design, because it 

was less stressful and my imagination could really run with problem solving.  

 It is a special commitment to build and use scale models as a preferred medium 

of work and communication.  From the construction, to lighting and projecting on it.  

And because of the size, across the board, some details don’t scale down or up.  You 

have to be willing to let those things go to fully enjoy the creative process.   

 A couple of minor disadvantages are failed photographs and material stock.  If 

you failed to get a proper photo or video recording, you might just be out of luck.  The 

scale model might not be yours and may already be back in the rehearsal room.  

Material stock can go in two directions, under buying and over buying.  If you underbuy 

you’ll need to continually go to the store, but what if they’re out as well? If you over buy 

you’ll always have a healthy stock, but you’ll be paying to store some materials you 

might not use very often.  

 I preferred the scale model method for both Scenic and Projection Design.  While 

I thought lighting the scale model was helpful, I found it to be too repetitive.  That being 

said I do think it to be beneficial for learning.  
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Illustration no. 25: Collage of Digital Renders 

 I think the biggest advantage of digital rendering is the portability.  All you really 

need is a power outlet where ever you’d like to work.  Which can also be at the tech 

table.  I won’t dive down all the possibilities, but you get what I mean. For each of the 

design areas, you can make edits, changes, and get to presenting to a director faster.  

How I made the digital renders for lighting means that I can walk into the theatre with 

the show already written.  That’s a huge bonus to me and the other method can’t 

compete.  These name brand programs have an inherent user data base of How-to-

videos.  It’s very helpful to have when needing to create a whole texture. e.g. making a 

black veined marble in Photoshop, there’s a how-to video. 

 With all these programs, there’s some cost associated.  The ball park for the 

programs that I used on this project is $1883 annually.  You’ll also want to have a hefty 

computer to handle all of the graphic processing and rendering times.  Which means in 
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addition to annual program subscriptions, you’ll want to have a computer replacement 

program instituted. Let’s say you want to reduce the overall cost of doing this digitally. 

what are you willing to sacrifice?  Would that be customer service? Helpful how-to-

videos?  You won’t be able to work and compete are the same level without using them.  

If the cost has you stressed out, the lingering fear that your computer might not turn on 

will crush you.  At any given moment it might just go off into that great computer field in 

the sky.  So always back up in a cloud service or a hard drive.  The last overall 

disadvantage to the digital method is the initial learning curve.  There’s the 20/80 idea.  

That you use roughly 20% of the program’s capability 80% of the time.  The curve is 

really getting to that plateau.   

 By the end I was really surprised to find what I preferred.  I didn’t expect to like 

building a physical set more for scenic design.  My preference for lighting didn’t actually 

surprise me, but now I know that I don’t really like lighting a scale model.  I hope to 

grow my knowledge in projection design and develop more of a process.  It’s a new art 

that I’m very excited about and can’t wait to explore more of. 
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APPENDIX A 

LIGHTING CUE SHEET 

 
 

Page1

. Temple Thesis LIGHTING CUE SHEET The Tempest
LD: JAMES W. BILNOSKI  

ME: 1/22/21/V1

Cue LF Time Description Placement

LOOK FROM

* NEW/CHANGED CUE A/S/PG/ROP

B BLOCK

0.5 4.9 HOUSE AND PRESHOW UP

0.7 8 HOUSE TO HALF AND CURTAIN

B 1 5 BLACK OUT

2 4.9 THUNDER AND LIGHTNING.  IT'S THE BRIDGE OF THE
SHIP DURING THE TEMPEST. THIS IS THE ESTABLISHING 
LOOK FOR THE SCENE

1/1/47/T

6 4.9 FACE LIGHT FOR WHEN THE MASTER AND 
BOATSWAIN MATE ENTER.  IT LOOKS GRIM AND 
MOLDED, THERE'S A ROLLING EFX OF UNDULATING 
HIGHLIGHT IN THE BLUE WASH

1/1/47/T

10 0 LIGHTING W/SOUND EFX 1/1/49/.5

14 20 THIS IS A STORM LOOK SHIFT TO DARKER WITH THE
MARINERS ENTRANCE. AN ADDED BOOM LIGHT PULSE 
TO SAY THAT THE SHIP IS PITCHING AND TOSSING.

1/1/51/.5

18 0 BLEAK, STARK WHITE CONTRAST WHEN THE SHIP 
BREAKS AND SPLITS IN TWO. 
A BURST OF LIGHT, WITH A SLOW FADE UP ON 
GONZOLO

1/1/53/T

 

20 4.9 FADE OUT THE STORMING MADNESS AND TRANISTION  
TO A WARM ISALND.   IT'S ALMOST A FUNNY REPRIEVE

1/1/53/L

22 3-May TOP OF THE SCENE AND IT'S THE AFTERNOON.  THE 
ISLAND IS  WELCOMING BUT YOU DON'T KNOW 
WHY. THE FACE LIGHT FALLS IN LIKE THE MISSING 
PUZZEL PIECE. 

1/2/55/T
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Page2

. Temple Thesis LIGHTING CUE SHEET The Tempest
LD: JAMES W. BILNOSKI  

ME: 1/22/21/V1

Cue LF Time Description Placement

24 4.9 MAGICAL LOOK WHEN ARIEL ENTERS, LETS FILL THE 
SHADOWS WITH A SATURATE COLOR AND DOUSE 
SOME OF THE FRONT FOR PROJECTION

1/2/71/.25

26 22 4.9 ARIEL EXITS AND WE RESTORE BACK TO BEFORE. 
WE EXPIERNCE THE FIRST OF MANY MAGICAL 
MOMENTS (INSERT MICHAEL SCOTT)

1/2/81/L

28 24 4.9 WE PULL THE STAGE DOWN FOR ARIELS QUICK
ENTRANCE

1/2/83/.5

30 22 4.9 ARIEL EXITS AND WE RETURN BACK TO THE ISLAND 1/2/83/.5

34 4.9 ARIEL  ENTERS WITH FERDINAND SINGING
WE SHIFT BACK TO A MAGICAL LOOK BUT THIS IS THE 
FIRST INVISIBLE MAGICAL LOOK. THE TWILIGHT ZONE 
LOOK. 

1/2/89/T

38 4.9 A DIFFERENT PART OF THE ISLAND.  WE RETURN TO 
THAT WARM ISLAND LOOK FROM Q22.  
THE MAGICAL LOOK LEAVES US. 

1/2/101/L

40 34 4.9 ARIEL ENTERS, WE SHIFT TO THE TWILIGHT ZONE LOOK 2/1/121/.25

42 4.9 ARIEL TRANCES EVERYONE TO SLEEP.  THIS IS A 
CHANCE PULL INTO A DARK CLOUDS LOOK.  
THIS IS A VISUAL MAGIC LOOK.

2/1/123/T

44 4.9 SUBTLE INCREASE OF GREED AND INTENSE MOOD
"I REMEMBER…"

2/1/129/.75

46 38 4.9 EVERYONE AWAKES. WE RESTORE BACK TO BEFORE
THE DARK CLOUDS.

2/1/133/.25

48 4.9 TRANSITION TO A DIFFERENT PART OF THE ISLAND
AND STAGE.  LIGHTS UP TO FIND CALIBAN "WITH A 
BURDEN OF WOOD."

2/1/135/L
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Page3

. Temple Thesis LIGHTING CUE SHEET The Tempest
LD: JAMES W. BILNOSKI  

ME: 1/22/21/V1

Cue LF Time Description Placement
50 5:00 A STORM IS ROLLING IN 2/2/137/T

52 2 THIS IS RESERVED FOR STEPHANO'S ENTRANCE 2/2/1`39/.5

58 4.9 TO A DIFFERENT PART OF THE ISLAND FOR
THE LOVERS SCENE.  THE CLOUDS HAVE PARTED A BIT 
AND IT HAS GOTTEN HOT. 

2/2/151/L

62 4.9 LIGHT SHIFT FOR SCENE 2, THE PLOT TO KILL
PROSPERO.  THIS SHOULD BE A BIT OF A HIGH ANGLE 
LIKE PREVIOUS CONSPIRING PLOT. 

3/1/161/L

66 34 4.9 ARIEL ENTERS, INVISIBLE: TWILIGHT ZONE LOOK 3/2/165/L

70 62 4.9 ARIEL EXITS WE SHIFT BACK TO NORMAL 3/2/175/L

72 34 4.9 LIGHTS SHIFT FOR THE BANQUET SCENE. THIS IS A 
SEQUENCE THAT STARTS ABOVE AND ON THE ISLAND.

3/2/175/L

74 4.9 LIGHTS SHIFT FOR THE BANQUET  TABLE. IT'S STILL
AFTERNOON, BUT WE HIGHLIGHT THE TABLE THAT 
JUST CAME INTO THE SCENE.  WE GO TO A TWILIGHT 
ZONE LOOK.

3/3/179/.5

76 4.9 THE BANQUET VANISHES AND LIGHTNING SNAPS
ARIEL ENTERS AND CLAPS IT GONE

3/3/183/T

78 4.9 ARIEL LEAVES IN THUNDER 
 AND THE TABLE IS CARRIED OFF 

3/3/185/.5

80 4.9 SHIFT TO THE TOP OF ACT 4 PROSPERO GIVES MIRANDA 
TO FERDINAND: 
IT'S THE START OF A SUNSET

3/3/187/L

82 4.9 WITH THE SOFT MUSIC AND A SPECIAL COMES UP FOR 
IRIS. PULLS THE LIGHTING  DOWN FOR ALL THE SPIRITS 
ENTRANCE:
I THINK THIS COULD BE A MOMENT OF BEAUTY IN THE 
DARKNESS OF THE OCEAN

4/1/193/L
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Page4

. Temple Thesis LIGHTING CUE SHEET The Tempest
LD: JAMES W. BILNOSKI  

ME: 1/22/21/V1

Cue LF Time Description Placement
84 4.9 SPECIAL UP ON CERES 4/1/195/.5

86 4.9 SPECIAL UP ON JUNO 4/1/197/.5

88 4.9 LOWER SPECIALS ON SPIRITS FOR FERDINAND AND
PROSPERO'S LINES

4/1/199/T

90 86 4.9 RESTORE FOCUS ON SPIRITS 4/1/199/L

92 4.9 THE BEGINNING OF THE DANCE 4/1/201/T

100 88 4.9 PROSPERO SPEAKS AT THE END OF THE DANCE.
WE COME BACK TO THE LOOK FROM THE PREVIOUS
ASIDE IN THIS DARK LOOK

4/1/201/.5

102 80 4.9 THE NYMPHS AND SPIRITS VANISH. WE LOSE 
THE DARK LOOK AND RE ESTABLISH THE SUNSET

4/1/201/.5

104 34 4.9 MAGICAL SHIFT FOR ARIELS ENTRANCE 4/1/205/.75

106 4.9 CALIBAN, STEPHANO, TRINCULO ENTRANCE 
THIS IS MAINLY TO OPEN THE SPACE UP

4/1/205/L

108 4.9 FOR THE FLIPPERY, SOMETHING FUN AND GOES 
WITH THE MUSIC.

4/1/209/T

110 4.9 WHEN THE DOGS AND HOUNDS APPEAR: MIDNIGHT
ZONE 
THIS IS TERRIFYING AND FOOT LIGHTS MIGHT BE THE 
BEST SOURCE OF LIGHT

4/1/211/.5

112 4.9 THIS LOOK IS FOR THE START OF TWILIGHT FOR ACT
FIVE. WE SEE PROSPERO AND ARIEL TALKING, PULLING 
THE FOCUS TO THEM

4/1/213/L
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. Temple Thesis LIGHTING CUE SHEET The Tempest
LD: JAMES W. BILNOSKI  

ME: 1/22/21/V1

Cue LF Time Description Placement
114 4.9 PROSPERO DRAWS A CIRCLE ON THE GROUND, THIS

SHOULD SHIFT THE LIGHTS TO A HEIGHTENED LOOK
AND CUT SOME OF THE LIGHTS OFF OF THE FLOOR
FOR THE PROJECTION THAT'S HAPPENING

5/1/217/.5

116 4.9 OPENS THE STAGE UP MORE FOR THE ROYAL PARTY 5/1/219/.5

118 4.9 MAGICAL ATMOSPHERE FOR ARIEL'S ENTRANCE
THERES A SONG AND MIGHT WANT TO PULL FOCUS 
TO HIM

5/1/221/.5

120 4.9 ARIEL ENTERS WITH EVERYONE WHO WAS ASLEEP
AT THE SHIP

5/1/233/L

122 4.9 ARIEL ENTERS FROM HOUSE WITH CALIBAN
STEPHANO AND TRINCULO

5/1/237/L

126 4.9 STAGE LIGHTING DROPS AND PULLS FOCUS INTO 
PROSPERO FOR EPILOGUE 

5/1/243/L

130 4.9 BLACK OUT E/245/L

132 4.9 CURTAIN CALL E/245/L

134 4.9 POST SHOW E/245/L
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APPENDIX B 

PROJECTION CUE SHEET 
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APPENDIX C 

GROUND PLANS 
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HL SLOT 1

HL SLOT 2HR SLOT 2

HR SLOT 1

CATWALK 4 DS

CATWALK 4 US

CATWALK 3 DS

CATWALK 3 US

CATWALK 2 DS

CATWALK 2 US

TRUSS 2 DS

TRUSS 2 US

TRUSS 1 DS

TRUSS 1 US

CATWALK 1 US

CATWALK 1 DS
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APPENDIX D 

MAGIC SHEET 
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APPENDIX E 

INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE 
 

 

Instrument Schedule
The Tempest.lw6

4/1/21
The Tempest.lw6
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Instrument Schedule Page 1 of 11

The Tempest.lw6
4/1/21

The Tempest.lw6

Truss 1 US-1
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim

ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (121) 2/301 301

1 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (127) 2/355 355

2 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (109) 1/109 109

3 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (126) 2/346 346

4 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (108) 1/118 108

5 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (47) 1/47 47

6 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (27) 1/27 27

7 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (46) 1/46 46

8 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (26) 1/26 26

9 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (45) 1/45 45

10 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (25) 1/25 25

11 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (44) 1/44 44

12 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (24) 1/24 24

13 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (122) 2/310 310

14 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (102) 1/102 102

15 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (43) 1/43 43

16 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (23) 1/23 23

17 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (101) 1/101 101

James W. Bilnoski / Lightwright 6 Truss 1 US-1
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Instrument Schedule Page 2 of 11

The Tempest.lw6
4/1/21

The Tempest.lw6

4th ELX
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (119) 1/119 119

2 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (142) 2/490 490

3 Moon Light over
Sail

ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L603 (183) 1/183 183

4 Moon Light over
Sail

ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L603 (182) 1/182 182

5 Moon Light over
Sail

ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L603 (181) 1/181 181

6 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (118) 1/118 118

7 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (141) 2/481 481

8 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (117) 1/117 117

9 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (140) 2/472 472

10 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (116) 1/116 116

11 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (139) 2/463 463

12 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (115) 1/115 115

13 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (138) 2/454 454

James W. Bilnoski / Lightwright 6 4th ELX
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Instrument Schedule Page 3 of 11

The Tempest.lw6
4/1/21

The Tempest.lw6

Truss 1 DS-1
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (65) 1/65 65

2 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (85) 1/85 85

3 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (64) 1/64 64

4 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (84) 1/84 84

5 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (125) 2/337 337

6 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (63) 1/63 63

8 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (62) 1/62 62

9 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (124) 2/328 328

11 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (123) 2/319 319

12 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (61) 1/61 61

21 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (81) 1/81 81

22 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (82) 1/82 82

23 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (83) 1/83 83

James W. Bilnoski / Lightwright 6 Truss 1 DS-1
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Instrument Schedule Page 4 of 11

The Tempest.lw6
4/1/21

The Tempest.lw6

3rd ELX
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (114) 1/114 114

2 ACCENT EFX
AND SPECAILS

SolaFrame Theatre 440w (155) 2/189 701

3 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (135) 2/427 427

4 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (113) 1/113 113

5 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (112) 1/112 112

6 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (134) 2/418 418

7 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (54) 1/54 54

8 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (34) 1/34 34

9 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (111) 1/111 111

10 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (133) 2/409 409

11 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (53) 1/53 53

12 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (33) 1/33 33

13 ACCENT EFX
AND SPECAILS

SolaFrame Theatre 440w (154) 2/142 654

14 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (110) 1/110 110

15 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (137) 2/445 445

James W. Bilnoski / Lightwright 6 3rd ELX
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Instrument Schedule Page 5 of 11

The Tempest.lw6
4/1/21

The Tempest.lw6

1st ELX
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (71) 1/71 71

2 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (91) 1/91 91

3 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (132) 2/400 400

4 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (70) 1/70 70

5 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (90) 1/90 90

6 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (107) 1/107 107

7 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (131) 2/391 391

8 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (69) 1/69 69

9 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (89) 1/89 89

10 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (106) 1/106 106

11 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (52) 1/52 52

12 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (32) 1/32 32

13 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (130) 2/382 382

14 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (105) 1/105 105

15 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (68) 1/68 68

16 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (88) 1/88 88

17 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (104) 1/104 104

18 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (51) 1/51 51

19 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (31) 1/31 31

20 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (129) 2/373 373

21 Warm back light ETC CE Source4 PAR MCM (MFL) 575w R16 (103) 1/103 103

22 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (50) 1/50 50

23 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (30) 1/30 30

24 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (128) 2/364 364

25 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (49) 1/49 49

26 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (29) 1/29 29

James W. Bilnoski / Lightwright 6 1st ELX
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Instrument Schedule Page 6 of 11

The Tempest.lw6
4/1/21

The Tempest.lw6

2nd ELX
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 Sail Scrape ETC Source4 26deg 750W 750w (184) 1/184 184

2 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (74) 1/74 74

3 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (94) 1/94 94

4 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (73) 1/73 73

5 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (93) 1/93 93

6 RGB top light ETC ColorSource Spot 50deg 160w (136) 2/436 436

SL LADDER #1
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (72) 1/72 72

2 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (92) 1/92 92

3 ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w

4 ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w

SR LADDER #2
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w

2 ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w

SR LADDER #1
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (48) 1/48 48

2 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (28) 1/28 28

James W. Bilnoski / Lightwright 6 2nd ELX thru SR LADDER #1
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Instrument Schedule Page 7 of 11

The Tempest.lw6
4/1/21

The Tempest.lw6

SL AP LADDER
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (66) 1/66 66

2 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (86) 1/86 86

3 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L747 (67) 1/67 67

4 SL High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R72 (87) 1/87 87

SR AP LADDER
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (42) 1/42 42

2 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (22) 1/22 22

3 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w L161 (41) 1/41 41

4 SR High Side ETC Source4 36deg 750W 750w R317 (21) 1/21 21

Truss 2 DS-1
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 26deg 750W 750w L203 (314) 1/314 314

2 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 26deg 750W 750w L203 (313) 1/313 313

3 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 26deg 750W 750w L201 (14) 1/14 14

4 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 26deg 750W 750w L201 (13) 1/13 13

Catwalk 2 US-1
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
5 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L203 (308) 1/308 308

6 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 14deg 750W 750w L201 (12) 1/12 12

7 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 14deg 750W 750w L201 (11) 1/11 11

8 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L201 (10) 1/10 10

9 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L201 (9) 1/9 9

10 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L201 (8) 1/8 8

James W. Bilnoski / Lightwright 6 SL AP LADDER thru Catwalk 2 US-1
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The Tempest.lw6
4/1/21

The Tempest.lw6

Catwalk 3 US-1
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
6 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L203 (302) 1/302 302

7 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L203 (301) 1/301 301

8 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 14deg 750W 750w L201 (7) 1/7 7

9 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 14deg 750W 750w L201 (6) 1/6 6

10 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 14deg 750W 750w L201 (5) 1/5 5

11 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L201 (4) 1/4 4

12 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L201 (3) 1/3 3

13 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L201 (2) 1/2 2

14 SAT. COOL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L201 (1) 1/1 1

Catwalk 2 US-2
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L203 (312) 1/312 312

2 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L203 (311) 1/311 311

3 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L203 (310) 1/310 310

4 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L203 (309) 1/309 309

Catwalk 3 US-2
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L203 (307) 1/307 307

2 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L203 (306) 1/306 306

3 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L203 (305) 1/305 305

4 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L203 (304) 1/304 304

5 COOL  SL F/L ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L203 (303) 1/303 303

James W. Bilnoski / Lightwright 6 Catwalk 3 US-1 thru Catwalk 3 US-2
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The Tempest.lw6
4/1/21

The Tempest.lw6

DESIGN ROOM PIPE
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 dark moments? ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w R02 (318) 1/318 318

2 dark moments? ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w R02 (317) 1/317 317

3 dark moments? ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w R02 (316) 1/316 316

4 dark moments? ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w R02 (315) 1/315 315

HL SLOT 1
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 WARM HOUSE

LOWS
ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L204 (401) 1/401 401

2 WARM HOUSE
LOWS

ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L204 (402) 1/402 402

3 WARM HOUSE
LOWS

ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w L204 (403) 1/403 403

HL SLOT 2
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w R3150 (407) 1/407 407

2 ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w R3150 (408) 1/408 408

3 ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w R3150 (409) 1/409 409

HR SLOT 1
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w R4230 (404) 1/404 404

2 ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w R4230 (405) 1/405 405

3 ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w R4230 (406) 1/406 406

James W. Bilnoski / Lightwright 6 DESIGN ROOM PIPE thru HR SLOT 1
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HR SLOT 2
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 LAV HOUSE

LOWS
ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w R51 (410) 1/410 410

2 LAV HOUSE
LOWS

ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w R51 (411) 1/411 411

3 LAV HOUSE
LOWS

ETC Source4 19deg 750W 750w R51 (412) 1/412 412

Truss 2 US-1
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim

ACCENT EFX
AND SPECAILS

SolaFrame Theatre 440w (152) 2/48 560

ACCENT EFX
AND SPECAILS

SolaFrame Theatre 440w (153) 2/95 607

ACCENT EFX
AND SPECAILS

SolaFrame Theatre 440w (151) 2/1 513

SL Boom
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim
1 MID ETC Source4 50deg 750 750w R54 (324) 1/324 324

2 MID ETC Source4 50deg 750 750w R54 (325) 1/325 325

3 MID ETC Source4 50deg 750 750w R54 (326) 1/326 326

4 LOW CUT OFF
OF FLOOR

ETC Source4 50deg 750 750w N/C (321) 1/321 321

5 LOW CUT OFF
OF FLOOR

ETC Source4 50deg 750 750w N/C (322) 1/322 322

6 LOW CUT OFF
OF FLOOR

ETC Source4 50deg 750 750w N/C (323) 1/323 323

James W. Bilnoski / Lightwright 6 HR SLOT 2 thru SL Boom
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5th ELX
U# Purpose Instrument Type & Accessory Load Clr & Gbo Chan Addr Dim

RED CYC ChromaQ Colorforce II 72 800w (201) 3/1 1025

Chroma Q Color Force 72 720w (201) 2/240

RED CYC Chroma Q Color Force 72 720w (204) 2/255 204

RED CYC Chroma Q Color Force 72 720w (203) 2/250 203

RED CYC Chroma Q Color Force 72 720w (202) 2/245 202

RED CYC Chroma Q Color Force 72 720w (205) 2/260 205

RED CYC Chroma Q Color Force 72 720w (206) 2/265 206

RED CYC Chroma Q Color Force 72 720w (207) 2/270 207

James W. Bilnoski / Lightwright 6 5th ELX
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